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4.0 Objective
After going through this unit you will learn:

l Different design principles
l To design structure chart
l learn the goals of design
l To define logical and physical design
l To design data flow diagram
l To design  E-R diagrams
l To design Decision tables, decision trees and Data Dictionary

etc.
4.1 Introduction

The primary goal behind good design is to make your system easy to
read and easy to maintain. The primary way to do this is to divide the problem
solutions into smaller and smaller pieces or modules. The smaller the pieces
or modules the easier it is to program, to read and to revise due to changing
users’ requirements. Modularization, therefore promotes ease of coding and
maintenance. On the other hand, modularization is not simply reduction of
size but it is also a reflection of function that is what particular piece of a
system i.e. a module supposed to do. One guideline for good design is to
maximize cohesion, the extent to which a part of the system is designed to
perform one and only one function or task. Modules that perform single task
are easier to write and maintain than those performing different tasks. As
modularization also involves how different parts of the system work in
conjunction with each other, another guideline for good design is to minimize
coupling, the extent to which different parts of the system are dependent
on each other.

System Design is the specification or construction of a technical,
computer based solution for the business requirements identified in system
analysis phase. During design, system analysts convert the description of the
recommended alternative solution into logical and then physical system
specifications. Databases are designed with the help of data modeling tools
and computer processes are designed with the help of Structured English
notation, Decision Trees and Decision Tables. Logical design is not tied to
any specific hardware and software platform. The idea is to make sure that
the system functions as intended. Logical design concentrates on the
business aspects of the system. In physical design, logical design is converted
to physical or technical specifications.
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4.2 Design Principles
There are certain principles that can be used for the development of the

system. These principles are meant to effectively handle the complexity of
process of design. These principles are:–

Problem Partitioning: It is concerned with partitioning the large
problems. Divide and Conquer is the policy adopted here. The system is
divided into modules that are self dependent. It improves the efficiency of
the system. It is necessary that all modules have interaction between them.

Abstraction: It is an indispensable part of design process and is essential
for problem partitioning. Abstraction is a tool that permits the designer to
consider a component at an abstract level (outer view) without worrying about
details of implementation of the component. Abstraction is necessary when
the problem is divided into smaller parts so that one can proceed with one
design process effectively and efficiently. Abstraction can be functional or data
abstraction. In functional abstraction, we specify the module by the function
it performs. In data abstraction, data is hidden behind functions/ operations.
Data abstraction forms the basis for object-oriented design. Design principles
are necessary for efficient software design. Top down and bottom up strategies
help implement these principles and achieve the objectives. A system consists
of components called modules, which have subordinate modules. A system
is a hierarchy of components and the highest-level module called super
ordinate module corresponds to the total system. To design such a hierarchy,
there are two approaches namely top down and bottom up approaches. The
top down approach starts from the highest-level module of the hierarchy and
proceeds through to lower level. On the contrary, bottom up approach starts
with lower level modules and proceeds through higher levels to the top-level
module.
4.2.1  Top Down Design

A top-down approach (also known as stepwise design and in some cases
used as a synonym of decomposition) is essentially the breaking down of a
system to gain insight into its compositional sub-systems. In a top-down
approach an overview of the system is formulated, specifying but not detailing
any first-level subsystems. Each subsystem is then refined in yet greater
detail, sometimes in many additional subsystem levels, until the entire
specification is reduced to base elements. A top-down model is often specified
with the assistance of “black boxes”, these make it easier to manipulate.
However, black boxes may fail to elucidate elementary mechanisms or be
detailed enough to realistically validate the model. Top down approach starts
with the big picture. It breaks down from there into smaller segments.
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 Hospital Management System 
The top of software system

Figure : 4
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Figure : 5  Further decomposition of the “top” of software system
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Figure : 6  Hierarchy Chart of Hospital Management System
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Advantages of Top Down approach
l The organization realizes a focused use of resources from the

individual managed application.
l The first implementation becomes a showcase for the identity

management solution.
l When the phases are completed for the managed application,

you have implemented a deeper, more mature implementation
of the identity management solution.

l Operation and maintenance resources are not initially
impacted as severely as with the bottom-up approach.

4.2.2 Bottom up Design
In bottom up strategy, we start from the bottom and move upwards

towards the top of the software. This approach leads to a style of design where
we decide the process of combining modules to provide larger ones, to
combine these to provide even larger ones and so on till we arrive at one big
module. That is, the whole of the desired program. This method has one
weakness. We need to use a lot of intuition to decide the functionality that
is to be provided by the module. If a system is to be built from existing
system, this approach is more suitable as it starts from some existing
modules.
Advantages of Bottom Up approach

l User and business awareness of the product. Benefits are
realized in the early phases.

l We can replace many manual processes with early automation.
l We can implement password management for a large number

of users.
l We do not have to develop custom adapters in the early phases.
l Our organization broadens identity management skills and

understanding during the first phase.

4.3 Structure Charts
A Structure Chart (SC) is a chart which shows the breakdown of a

system to its lowest manageable levels. They are used in structured
programming to arrange program modules into a tree.

A structure chart is a top-down modular design tool, constructed of
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squares representing the different modules in the system, and lines that
connect them. The lines represent the connection and or ownership between
activities and subactivities as they are used in organization charts.

In structured analysis structure charts, according to Wolber (2009), “are
used to specify the high-level design, or architecture, of a computer program.
As a design tool, they aid the programmer in dividing and conquering a large
software problem, that is, recursively breaking a problem down into parts that
are small enough to be understood by a human brain. The process is
called top-down design, or functional decomposition. Programmers use a
structure chart to build a program in a manner similar to how an architect
uses a blueprint to build a house. In the design stage, the chart is drawn
and used as a way for the client and the various software designers to
communicate. During the actual building of the program (implementation),
the chart is continually referred to as “the master-plan”
A structure chart depicts

l the size and complexity of the system, and
l number of readily identifiable functions and modules within

each function and
l whether each identifiable function is a manageable entity or

should be broken down into smaller components.
A structure chart is also used to diagram associated elements that

comprise a run stream or thread. It is often developed as a hierarchical
diagram, but other representations are allowable. The representation must
describe the breakdown of the configuration system into subsystems and the
lowest manageable level.

Consider the following figure It depicts a structure chart. System is the
top module. It’s subordinate modules are Get X and Make Y. The subordinate
modules of Get X are Get W and Make X. There are no subordinate modules
for Make Y. It is very important that the function of a module can be easily
grasped from its name. So, naming of the modules is critical to understand
the system as a whole. Since a module should not perform more than one
task, there will be no use of and in the name of a module as it means that
the module is performing multiple tasks. But, it is common to find modules
which perform multiple tasks and this can be easily realised from the
conjunctions used in their names. In the case of such modules, it is advisable
to divide them into multiple modules with each module performing a single
task. These modules can be executed from left to right.
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 System 

Get X Get Y 

Get W Make X 
 

Figure : 7  Hierarchy of a Structure Chart
4.4 Modularity

Modularity is the degree to which a system’s components may be
separated and recombined. The meaning of the word, however, can vary
somewhat by context. According to C. Mayers, Modularity is a single attribute
of software that allows a program to be intellectually manageable”. It increases
the design clarity that results in easy implementation, testing, debugging,
documentation and maintenance of software product. Modularity means
“decomposing a system into smaller components that can be coded
separately”. Modularity does not mean simply chopping off system into
smaller components but certain concepts like coupling and cohesion needs
to be followed while breaking a system into different modules.
Goals of Design

If there is a system which can be read easily, code easily and maintain
easily, then we can come to a conclusion that the design is fine. Any design
which achieves the goals given below can be termed as good design:

1. The design of the system should be module based. It means there are
modules which together make up the system and the organization of these
modules is hierarchical.

2. Each module controls the functions of a suitable number of
subordinate modules at the next hierarchical level.

3. One of the important features of good design is that the modules,
which make up the system don’t communicate intensively. The
communication should be kept at minimum level. The reason for this
imposition is that modules should be independent of each other to the
maximum extent possible. Independence means, “one module’s functionality
should not be dependent on the internal functions of other module”.
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4. The size of module should be appropriate as required for the features
it should possess like being relatively independent of other modules etc.
Basically, no specific size of range of size can be defined on modules though
it is done occasionally. The size varies from module to module and from project
to project.

5. A module should not be assigned the duty of performing more than
one function.

6. The coding of modules should be generic. It enables the system to
use the module as frequently as possible.

Based on the above listed goals, a set of guidelines for good design can
be arrived at. They are given below:

l A system should be divided into as many relatively independent
modules as possible. This is known as factoring.

l A super ordinate module should control not more than seven
subordinate modules. Of course, this guideline is not strict and
varies from system to system.

l The dependency levels between modules should be minimum.
This automatically leads to the design of modules, which don’t
communicate, frequently with each other. Also, the
communication between modules should be through
parameters. Of course, Boolean variables or flags can be used
for the purpose of communication. This is called coupling.

l Usually, a module if of not more than 100 lines. It may be a
minimum of 50 lines. But, these sizes are not to be strictly
followed and they may vary from system to system. It is notable
here that lesser the lines of code, easier to read.

l A module should not perform more than one function. There
should be no line in the code of the module, which is
concerned with a function that is not the objective of that
particular module. One easy check for this conformance is that
the module’s function should be describable easily in a few
words. This is called cohesion.

l Modules at the lower level of the design are called by more than
one super ordinate module. It means that multiple super
ordinate modules use most of the modules at the lower level.

4.5 Logical and Physical Design
The logical design of a system pertains to an abstract representation of

the data flows, inputs and outputs of the system. This is often conducted via
modeling, using an over-abstract (and sometimes graphical) model of the
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actual system. Logical Design is the phase of system development life cycle
in which system analyst and user develops concrete understanding of the
operation of the system.

Following are the various steps involved in the logical design
l designing forms (hard copy and computer displays) and reports,

which describe how data will appear to users in system inputs
and outputs;

l designing interfaces and dialogues, which describe the pattern
of interaction between users and software; and

l designing logical databases, which describe a standard
structure for the database of a system that is easy to implement
in a variety of database technologies.

In logical design, all functional features of the system chosen for
development in analysis are described independently of any computer
platform. Logical design is tightly linked to previous system development
phases, especially analysis. The project dictionary or CASE repository becomes
an active and evolving component of system development management during
logical design. The complete logical design must ensure that each logical
design element is consistent with others and satisfactory to the end user.

Form Design System inputs are designed through forms. The general
principles for input design are:

1. Capture only variable data.
2. Do not capture data that can be calculated or stored in computer

programs.
3. Use codes for appropriate attributes.
4. Include instructions for completing the form.
5. Data to enter should be sequenced.

Common GUI controls for Inputs
Text Box It can allow for single or multiple lines of characters to be

entered.
Check Box It consists of a square box followed by a textual description

of the input field for which the user is to provide the Yes/No value.
List Box A list box is a control that requires the user to select a data

item’s value from the list of possible choices. It is rectangular and contains
one or more rows of possible data values. The values may appear as either a
textual description or graphical representation.

Dropdown List It is like a list box, but is intended to suggest the
existence of hidden list of possible values for a data item.
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Combination Box It is also known as combo box. It combines the
capabilities of a text box and list box. A combo box gives the user, the flexibility
of entering a data item’s value or selecting its value from a list.

Radio Button Radio buttons provide the user with an easy way to
quickly identify and select a particular value from a value set. A radio button
consists of a small circle and an associated textual description those responses
to the value choice. Radio buttons normally appear in groups as one radio
buttons per value choice.

Reports Design System outputs are designed through Reports. Outputs
can be classified according to two characteristics:

(i) Their distribution inside or outside the organization and the people
who read and use them; and

(ii) Their implementation method.
Physical Design

The physical design relates to the actual input and output processes of
the system. This is laid down in terms of how data is input into a system,
how it is verified/authenticated, how it is processed, and how it is displayed
as In Physical design, the following requirements about the system are
decided.

1. Input requirement,
2. Output requirements,
3. Storage requirements,
4. Processing Requirements,
5. System control and backup or recovery.

Put another way, the physical portion of systems design can generally
be broken down into three sub-tasks:

1. User Interface Design
2. Data Design
3. Process Design

User Interface Design is concerned with how users add information to
the system and with how the system presents information back to them. Data
Design is concerned with how the data is represented and stored within the
system. Finally, Process Design is concerned with how data moves through
the system, and with how and where it is validated, secured and/or
transformed as it flows into, through and out of the system. At the end of
the systems design phase, documentation describing the three sub-tasks is
produced and made available for use in the next phase.

Physical design, in this context, does not refer to the tangible physical
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design of an information system. To use an analogy, a personal computer’s
physical design involves input via a keyboard, processing within the CPU, and
output via a monitor, printer, etc. It would not concern the actual layout of
the tangible hardware, which for a PC would be a monitor, CPU, motherboard,
hard drive, modems, video/graphics cards, USB slots, etc. It involves a
detailed design of a user and a product database structure processor and a
control processor. The H/S personal specification is developed for the proposed
system.
4.6 Process Modelling

Process models are processes of the same nature that are classified
together into a model. Thus, a process model is a description of a process at
the type level. Since the process model is at the type level, a process is an
instantiation of it. The same process model is used repeatedly for the
development of many applications and thus, has many instantiations. One
possible use of a process model is to prescribe how things must/should/could
be done in contrast to the process itself which is really what happens. A
process model is roughly an anticipation of what the process will look like.
What the process shall be will be determined during actual system
development.

The goals of a process model are to be:
l Descriptive
l Track what actually happens during a process
l Take the point of view of an external observer who looks at the

way a process has been performed and determines the
improvements that must be made to make it perform more
effectively or efficiently.

l Prescriptive
l Define the desired processes and how they should/could/might

be performed.
l Establish rules, guidelines, and behavior patterns which, if

followed, would lead to the desired process performance. They
can range from strict enforcement to flexible guidance.

l Explanatory
l Provide explanations about the rationale of processes.
l Explore and evaluate the several possible courses of action

based on rational arguments.
l Establish an explicit link between processes and the

requirements that the model needs to fulfill.
l Pre-defines points at which data can be extracted for reporting

purposes.
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4.7 Data Flow Diagrams
A DFD can be categorized in the following forms:
Context diagram: An overview of an organizational system that shows

the system boundaries, external entities that interact with the system and
the major information flows between the entities and the system. In this
diagram, a single process represents the whole system.

First level DFD: A data flow diagram that represents a system’s major
processes, data flows, and data stores at a high level of detail.

Functional decomposition diagram: Functional decomposition is an
iterative process of breaking the description of a system down into finer and
finer detail which create a set of charts in which one process on a given chart
is explained in greater detail on another chart. In this diagram, sub-processes
of first level DFD are explained in detail. There is no limit on the number of
levels of Data Flow Diagrams that can be drawn. It depends on the project
at hand. The following are various components of a Data Flow Diagram:

1. Process During a process, the input data is acted upon by various
instructions whose result is transformed data. The transformed data may be
stored or distributed. When modeling the data processing of a system, it
doesn’t matter whether the process is performed manually or by a computer.
People, procedures or devices can be used as processes that use or produce
(transform) data. The notation for process is

2. Data Flow Data moves in a specific direction from a point of origin to
point of destination in the form of a document, letter, telephone call or
virtually any other medium. The data flow is a “packet” of data. The notation
for data flow is

3. Source or sink of data The origin and /or destination of data some
times referred to as external entities. These external entities may be people,
programs, organization or other entities that interact with the system but are
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outside its boundaries. The term source and sink are interchangeable with
origin and destination. The notation for source is

4. Data store A data store is data at rest, which may take the form of
many different physical representations. They are referenced by a process
in the system. The data store may reference computerized or non-
computerized devices. Notation (given by Yourdon) for data store is

 
Rules for drawing a data flow diagram:

1. For process:
i. No process can have only outputs.
ii. No process can have only inputs.
iii. A process has a verb phrase label.

For Data Store:
i. Data cannot move directly from one data store to another data store.

Data must be moved through a process.
ii. Data cannot move directly from an outside source to data store. Data

must be moved through a process that receives data from the source
and places it into the data store.

iii. Data cannot move directly to an outside sink from a data store. Data
must be moved through a process. A data store has a noun phrase
label.

For source/sink:
i. Data cannot move directly from a source to a sink. It must be moved

by a process
ii. A source/sink has a noun phrase label

4. For data flow:
i. A data flow has only one direction of flow between symbols. It may

flow in both directions between a process and a data store to show
a read operation before an update.

ii. A data flow cannot go directly back to the same process it leaves.
There must be at least one other process which handles the data
flow, produces some other data flow and returns the original data
flow to the beginning process.
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 iii. A data flow to a data store means update (delete or change). iv. A data
flow from a data store means retrieve or use. v. A data flow has a noun phrase
label.

Figure : 9  DFD for Inventory Control System
4.8 Data Modelling

A data model is a description of how data should be used to meet the
requirements given by the end user Data modeling helps to understand the
information requirements. Data modeling differs according to the type of the
business, because the business processes or each sector is different, and it
needs to be identified in the modeling stage. Initial step is the analyzing the
situation, gather data. Data modeling process starts with requirement
gatherings. When developing the proper data model it is important to
communicate with the stakeholders about the requirements. Data modeling
is the act of exploring data oriented structures. This can be used for variety
of purposes. One of the important functions of data modeling is that, it helps
to understand the information requirements. Especially this makes both
developers and end users lives easier. As mentioned above, data modeling
helps the end users to define their requirements, and the developers are able
to develop a system to meet those specified requirements.

Data modeling is sometimes called database modeling because a data
model is eventually implemented as database. It is also some times called
information modeling. The tool for data modeling is entity relationship
diagram.
4.9 E-R-Diagram

ER Diagram It depicts data in terms of entities and relationships described
by the data. Martin gives the following notations for the components of ERD.
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1. Entities: An entity is something about which the business needs to
store data. An entity is a class of persons, places, objects, events or concepts
about which we need to capture and store data. An entity instance is a single
occurrence of an entity. The notation is given below: Student Student is the
name of entity.

2. Attribute: An attribute is a descriptive property or characteristic of an
entity. Synonyms include element, property and field. A compound attribute
is one that actually consists of other attributes. It is also known as a composite
attribute. An attribute “Address” is the example of compound attribute as
shown in the following illustration.

3. Relationships: A relationship is a natural business association that
exists between one or more entities. The relationship may represent an event
that links the entities. The following are some important terms related to ER
diagrams:

Cardinality defines the minimum and maximum number of occurrences
of one entity that may be related to a single occurrence of the other entity.
Because all relationships are bidirectional, cardinality must be defined in
both directions for every relationship. Figure 7.4 depicts various types of
cardinality.

Degree: The degree of a relationship is the number of entities that
participate in the relationship.
Example: E-R diagram for Hospital Management System
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Figure : 10  E-R diagram for Hospital Management System
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Recursive relationship: A relationship that exists between different
instances of the same entity is called recursive relationship. Figure 7.3
depicts recursive relationship between the instances of the Course entity.
4.10 Decision Tables

A decision table is a graphical method for explaining the logic of making
decision in tabular format.

It is a set of conditions + set of actions and different combinations of
decisions.

“It is a matrix representation of logic of decisions which specify the
possible conditions for decision and resulting actions.”

The decision table is divided into two parts:
1.    Condition
2.    Action

1. Condition:
The condition part specifies all conditions that are applied to the inputted

data. It is also divided into two parts 
i.  Condition Stub:-

It describes the conditions that exist in the program logic.
ii. Condition Entry:-

It provides answers to questions asked in the condition asked in the
condition term.
2. Action:

The action part is subdivided into two parts 
i. Action Stub:-

It describes the action to be taken to meet each condition.
ii. Action Entry:-

It describes the appropriate action resulting from the answer to the
condition in condition entry.
Format:

Table Heading Decision Rule
Condition Stub Condition Entry
Action Stub Action Entry

Advantages of Decision Table
1.    It provides compact representation of decision making process.
2.    It is easier to understand particular path.
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3. It can be changed according to situation.
4. These are best suited for calculating discounts, commissions or

inventory control procedures.
5. The structure of decision table promotes a logically complete and

consistent problem definition.
Disadvantages of Decision Table

1. It cannot express the complete sequence of operations to solve a
problem therefore it may be difficult for the programmer to translate
decision table into program.

2. If there are too many alternatives, it is difficult to list in decision
table.

3. It does not show the flow of logic for the solution to a given problem.
Q: Study following conditions and draw a decision table:-

1. If product code = A
And customer type = 1
And the order amount< = 700
Then 5% discount allowed

2.    If product code = A
And customer type = 2
And the order amount< = 700
Then 7.5% discount allowed

3.    If product code = A
And customer type = 1
And the order amount> = 700
Then 7.5% discount allowed

4.    If product code = A
And customer type = 2
And the order amount>700
Then 10% discount allowed

5. A flat discount of 5% on product code=B regardless of customer type
and the order amount.
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Condition Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 Rule 5 Else
Product code = A Y Y Y Y N -
Customer type = 1 Y N Y N - -
Order amount< = 700 Y Y N N - -
Action Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 Rule 5 Else
Discount 5% Y Y
Discount 7.5% Y Y
Discount 10% Y
No Discount Y

4.11 Decision Tree
A Decision tree is a diagram that represents conditions and actions

sequentially, and thus shows which conditions to consider first, and so on.
It is also a method of showing the relationship each condition and permissible
subsequent actions. The diagram resembles branches on a tree.

The root of the tree is the starting point of the decision sequence. The
particular branch to be followed depends on the conditions that exist and
decision that will be made. Progression from the left to right along a particular
branch is the result of making a series of decisions. Following each decision
point is the next set of decisions to be considered. The nodes of the tree thus
represent conditions and indicate that a determination must be made about
which condition exists before the next path can be chosen.

Decision situation points (nodes) are connected together by arcs and
terminate in ovals
Main components of decision tree:

V Decision points represented by nodes
V Actions represented by ovals
V Particular choices from a decision point represented by arcs

l To read a decision tree – begin at root node on far left
l Each node is numbered and each number corresponds to a

choice
l Choices are spelled out in a legend
l From each node there are at least two paths leading to next step

– another decision point or an action
l All possible actions are listed on the far right in leaf nodes
l Each rule is represented by tracing a series of paths from root

node to the next node and so on until an action oval is reached
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Decision tree representation  for Salary Decision

Figure : 11

Figure : 12
4.12 Notation Structured English
Structured English

Structured English is the additional method which is used for
overcoming the problems of the ambiguous language in stating the actions
and conditions in making the decisions and formulating the procedures. The
procedure is described in the narrative format using the Structured English.
It doesn’t show any decisions and rules but it states the rules.

Structured English specifications require the analyst to identify the
conditions which occur in a process and also identify the decisions which
makes these conditions occur. It also forces the analyst to find alternative
actions to be taken.

In this method the steps are listed in a specific order in which they are
to be taken. No special signs, symbols or any other format are used for the
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displaying of the steps involved like those involved in the decisions tree of
decision tables.

Since only Structured English statements are used it becomes easy for
the analyst to state the entire procedure without wasting much time. The
terminologies used in Structured English consists of mostly the data names
of the elements and they are stored in the Data Dictionary.
Developing Structure Statements-

The process is defined by using three types of statements : sequence
structure, decision structure and iteration structure.

Sequence structure: It is the single stepped or action included in the
process and it does not depend on the existence of any other condition but
if it does encounter a condition, it is taken into consideration. A sequence
of imperative statements can be grouped by enclosing them with BEGIN and
END keywords

Decision structure: It occurs when two or more actions take place
depending on the value of the condition. The condition is expanded and the
necessary decisions is taken.

(a) A structure, which allows a choice between two groups of imperative
sentences. The key words IF, THEN and ELSE are used in this structure. If
a condition is ‘true’, then group 1 sentences are executed. If it is false, then
group 2 sentences are executed.

(b) A structure which allows a choice between any number of groups of
imperative sentences. The keywords CASE and OF are used in this structure.
The value of a variable is first computed. The group of sentences that are
selected for execution depends on value.

Iteration structure: It is commonly found that certain conditions occur
commonly or occur after certain conditions are executed. Iterative instructions
helps the analyst to describe these cases.
This structure shows two ways of specifying iterations in structured English.

1. One way is to use the WHILE…DO structure. Here, the condition is
tested before a set of sentences is processed. Alternative to WHILE…DO is
FOR structure.

2. REPEAT…UNTIL structure. Here, a group of sentences is executed first
then the condition is tested. So, in this structure, the group of sentences
are executed at least once.

The following are the guidelines usage of Structured English notation:
1. Avoid computer programming language verbs such a move, open or

close.
2. The statement used in the Structured English Notation should always
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specify the formula to be used. Structured English notation is based on the
principles of structured programming. Process specification logic consists of
a combination of sequences of one or more imperative sentences with
decision and repetition constructs.
Example:

1. Sequence structure –It is a single step or action included in a process.
It does not depend on the existence of any condition.For Example:

To buy a computer science book we follow the steps –
a. Pick out a desirable book.
b. Take it to the sells counter.
c. Pay cash for the book.
d. Collect cash receipt.
e. Collect the book and leave the store.

2. Decision Structure: It is used when two or more actions can be taken
depending on the value of a specific condition. We can describe it by using
following example :–
If

Book found on the store
Then

Take the book to sales counter
Pay cash
Take receipt & book
Leave store

Else
Do not take book
Leave store.
3. Iterative structure: In various operating condition it is common to

find that certain activities are repeatedly executes while certain conditions
exist. It permits analysts to describe these conditions.
Until the category of student is SC

Do give the discount to students on fee 50%
Take next student

End Until
Structured English Example for Inventory
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4.13 Data Dictionary
A Data Dictionary consists of data about data. The major elements of data

dictionary are data flows, data stores and processes. The data dictionary stores
details and descriptions of these elements. It does not consist of actual data
in the database. But, DBMS cannot access data in database with out
accessing data dictionary. If analysts want to know the other names by which
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a data item is referenced in the system or where it is used in the system,
they should be able to find the answers in properly developed data dictionary.
Data dictionaries are hidden from users so that data in it is not tampered.
Analysts use data dictionaries for the following reasons:

1. To manage the detail in large systems.
2. To communicate a common meaning for all system elements.
3. To document the features of the system.
4. To facilitate analysis of the details in order to evaluate characteristics

and determine changes that should be made to the system.
5. To locate errors and omissions in the system.
The dictionary contains two types of descriptions for the data flowing

through the system: Data elements and Data structures. Data elements are
grouped together to make up a data structure.

Data elements are recorded in data dictionary at the fundamental data
level. Each item is identified by a data name, description, alias and length
and has specific values that are permissible for it in the system.

A data structure is a set of data items that are related to one another
and then collectively describe a component in the system. Data is arranged
in accordance with one of the relationships namely sequence, selection,
iteration and optional relationship.

Data dictionary for data element Employee code in dictionary :–
Data Element — Employee code
Description — Unique code assigned for each employee
Type — char
Length — 4
Range — 0-9999
Data Stores — Employee table

4.14 Summary
We learned in this unit about  the requirements of a good design. We

also learned various principles of good design. We discussed the two design
techniques, namely, Top Down Design and Bottom Up Design . The process
of depicting the modular organization of a system has been explained using
Structure charts. Different symbols used in Structure charts have been
discussed.

Design is the phase that precedes coding. All the components of system
are designed logically. Then physical aspects of the system are designed.
Form design, report design, database design and program design etc. are
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designed with the help of GUI controls, process modeling tools, data modeling
tools and process specification tools. These tools reduce the complexity of the
design process. A Data Dictionary is data about data. These elements centre
around data and the way they are structured to meet user requirements and
organization’s needs.
4.15 Questions for Exercise

1. What are the different design principles? Explain.
2. What is a structure chart? Explain.
3. Define the term Modularity.
4. What do you understand by process modeling?
5. Develop a context level DFD and First level  1 DFD for the hospital

Management System.
6. “A bank offers two types of savings accounts, regular rate and split

rate. The regular rate account pays dividends on the account
balance at the end of each quarter. Funds withdrawn during the
quarter earn no dividends. There is no minimum balance on the
regular account. Regular rate account may be insured. Insured
account gets 5.75 percent annual interest. Uninsured regular rate
accounts get 6.00 percent annual interest.
For split rate accounts, dividends are paid monthly on the average
daily balance for that month. Daily balances go up and down in
accordance with deposits and withdrawls. The average daily balance
is determined by adding each days closing balance and dividing this
sum by the number of days in the month.
If the balance dropped below Rs.2000/- during month then no
dividend is paid. So, if the average daily balance is less than
Rs.2000/-, then no dividend is paid. Otherwise, if the average daily
balance is Rs.2000/- or more, then an interest of 6% per annum is
paid on the first Rs.5000/-, 6.5% on the next Rs.20000/- and 7%
on funds over Rs.25000/-. There is no insurance on split rate.”

7. Define data dictionary.
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